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1. Cambridge’s tree canopy is shrinking, with a 22% decline in just the last decade. 
Given climate change and the direct impact trees have on keeping cities cooler, do you 
believe mature trees should be cut for new affordable housing or other developments? 
What would you do to protect and expand Cambridge’s tree canopy?   As one of the 5 
most densely populated cities in the U.S over 100,000 people, would you protect current 
zoning and environmental regulations that balance growth with livability?  
 
ANSWER: I absolutely support protecting and expanding our tree canopy. I supported 
the recent strengthening of our Tree Protection Ordinance and I have regularly either 
proposed or supported budget allocations and policy orders that enhanced our various 
tree programs. I support making the TPO apply to all projects but we must recognize that 
at some point it becomes just another fee to developers who are working on multi-million 
dollar projects and recognize that paying to remove significant trees, of any size, on the 
property is just another cost of doing business. Even so, the TPO is both a policy 
statement and a financial nudge to protect trees and the recent changes have already 
been credited with saving significant trees in Cambridge.  
 
I believe strongly that zoning, environmental regulations and livability should all work 
together to create the best City we can get. Rethinking density, parking requirements, lot 
size per dwelling unit and so forth are important ways to design for the future while 
protecting vital urban amenities like the ‘borrowed landscape’ of open space and the 
various public health benefits that come with them. 
 
 
2. The City is running out of electrical capacity, roads in many parts of the city are in 
poor condition, traffic keeps increasing with new developments, T capacity maxes out at 
peak periods and is unreliable, and in one neighborhood an 1860’s water main burst 
leaving residents with over a million dollars in losses. As City Councilor, what would you 
do to address these basic infrastructure issues? How would you address related 
problems that increased density and overdevelopment are causing? 
 
ANSWER: Infrastructure improvements cost money and Cambridge needs to allocate its 
resources accordingly. Where the City has no authority, such as with the MBTA, working 
with both the T and regional partners such as the MAPC as well as other local 
communities and other organizations is an important part of making sure the T is 
properly funded and is building and maintaining the infrastructure, including rolling stock, 



to best serve both Cambridge and the rest of the metropolitan area. Similarly, working 
with our utility partners, such as Eversource or the MWRA to plan and site proper 
service upgrades is an important part of proactively planning for the future.  
 
New developments should be, as they currently are, expected to pay for their increased 
impact on both housing costs and local infrastructure and those payments should 
increase as appropriate.  
 
Ultimately, we need to rethink our current strong Home Rule form of government at the 
State level and explore ways we can pool individual resources to address common 
challenges, risks and opportunities. Cambridge’s acting alone on anything from climate 
change to transportation to housing is simply not going to be as effective as an 
appropriately funded group effort of other local municipalities, governments and 
organizations. 
 
3. Local businesses are at great risk in the city and business vacancies are increasing, 
what would you do as Councilor to enhance the economic viability of local businesses in 
the city?  
 
ANSWER: Managing the curbside access of delivery systems like Amazon and FedEx is 
an important aspect of putting our traditional Brick & Mortar stores on a level playing 
field. We should charge these companies for their curbside access to reflect the safety 
challenges and offloading of risk/costs they present in order to compete with our local 
stores.  
 
Permitting is also a challenge many businesses note, whether it’s the permits necessary 
to build out/modify or the various permits needed to operate. The City has already put a 
variety of permitting options online to make the system more responsive and I am 
working with City staff, retail stores, contractors, property owners and others to help 
make this new permitting process as response and supportive as possible.  
 
Collecting better data in our intercept and other customer-related surveys is also an 
important aspect of supporting our local businesses. We know, in general numbers, who 
is getting where and by what means, but we don’t know what they’re purchasing when 
they get there so we don’t have any particularly useful data points for helping them 
adjust to new opportunities provided by a changing customer base. For example, if we 
see more people going to Inman Square by foot or by bike/Micromobility device than by 
car, it stands to reason that we’ll see less people able to buy gallons of paint but perhaps 
more people purchasing coffee or getting haircuts, tasks that are fairly easily done 
without a car. Knowing the impact of changing modes of transportation will help 
businesses adapt to these changes. 
 
Finally, soliciting feedback in a regular, dependable fashion from our various business 
community members, whether they be retail, restaurants, dentist or yoga studios, is a 
very important part of keeping a good reading of what sort of challenges this community 
faces and how the City can best be responsive. Whether it is clearing snow of parking 
spots, addressing graffiti or improving street furniture in a Square, there are many ways 
the City can better support local businesses but often times the City needs input on how 
to prioritize its efforts. 
 



4. Nearly 68% of our residents are renters. Too many are threatened with lease 

terminations when their buildings are purchased for condos. State law prohibits rent 

control but allows tenants two years of protection when their apartments are converted. 

Should the City create a taskforce to work with these tenants to find new housing or, 

optimally, to be able to buy their units? Are there other means that you would use to 

provide protections for all tenants who face escalating rents? 

 

ANSWER: Yes, the City should create such a Task Force. The City should also 

investigate its ability to provide a funding source to either long-term lease (less 

preferable) or purchase (more preferable) units to make or keep them affordable. For 

example, some Cities provide construction loans to people who want to create an 

Accessory Dwelling Unit (made easier in Cambridge through zoning I wrote) in exchange 

for meeting affordability criteria. I am also working with City staff to ensure that we have 

the funding in place to keep the 504 units in Fresh Pond Apartments affordable as their 

“expiring use’ date approaches. 

5. The City has a laudable goal of producing 100 affordable housing units annually (in 
addition to those units created by set-asides in market rate developments). With the City 
now producing 40-60 units each year, how do you suggest the City reach its goal?  
 
ANSWER: The City should rethink its entire housing discussion. A goal of 100 affordable 
housing units says little about how we’re really going to meet our housing needs and 
takes away a needed focus on how to provide housing for people who do not need 
regulated affordable housing but cannot afford comparatively high-priced units. 
Redefining the word “family” in our zoning would be one step to allow people to create 
housing groups that meet sanitary code requirements but are currently illegal now due to 
having too many unrelated people. We also need to push smaller units, work that MIT is 
leading to prove that our current expectations of spacious private spaces is no longer a 
necessary, or even reasonable, part of urban living given the ever increasing ability to 
effectively share and maintain common space. And while I think the AHO is a flawed 
proposal and that the related discussion was both flawed and often misleading, I think 
the underlying premise that we need more density is absolutely true. Rethinking 
mandatory lot size per dwelling unit requirements, parking requirements and FAR 
limitations to allow more, and smaller, units absolutely needs to happen for both market 
and regulated affordable housing. The key, I think, in making this work is in making 
project review an effective method of ensuring high quality construction that falls 
reasonably close to existing neighborhood standards. Cambridge should, and is going 
to, change and get denser over time. Done carefully, and if necessary with more 
extensive direct City subsidies, this new density can help maintain the character of 
Cambridge while at the same time providing a wider, larger and more appropriate range 
of housing options. 
 
On a larger scale, through the State Legislature, MIT and Harvard need to lose their no-
tax non-profit status for their various properties which do not currently generate tax 
revenue for the host municipality, at least to the extent they need to pay more to directly 
address the housing crunch they bring to the area. What they pay in PILOT simply is not 
enough and for institutions this big, rich and powerful to avoid paying more in property 
taxes, even if those taxes were shared regionally to reflect the institutions’ regional 
impact, is an obsolete and increasingly bad idea. 



 
6. With Cambridge’s cost of housing so high, would you encourage creative ways to 
increasing housing, including (but not limited to) allowing up to two new units within the 
shell of current residences or by allowing other accessary dwelling units? 
 
ANSWER: This current term I wrote and got passed zoning that eases restrictions on 

creating ADUs that accomplishes just what this question seems to propose, to include 

ADUs in garages. The City or one of its affordable housing community partners may be 

wise to assist with construction loans in exchange for making ADUs meet some 

affordability requirement.  Last term I wrote and got passed ground-breaking zoning 

changes that both legalized and regulated Short-Term Rentals. I’ve proposed redefining 

“family” and rethinking what dwelling units in larger structures, such as current ‘single’ 

family houses look like and how they operate, something that his happening with some 

success in other high value markets.  

New ways of construction, new opportunities to co-locate as housing mates without so 

much need for personal space, new ways of sharing transportation (I’ve just proposed a 

zoning amendment that would allow greater opportunities for sharing vehicles in 

Cambridge) that reduce the perceived need for a personal car (and thus its parking) are 

all giving us great opportunities to rethink what housing in Cambridge can look like and 

who can live here, to include seniors and others with mobility and access constraints, 

and our zoning and planning efforts need to be nimble enough to take advantage of 

these opportunities and while not throwing to the winds the wisdom that over the years 

has made Cambridge such a special place. 

7. While the Cambridge Historical Commission (CHC) has done fine work for decades, it 
has limited power in the face of the rampant development of recent years. How can the 
CHC be strengthened to protect Cambridge’s unique architectural history while still 
allowing reasonable growth? 
 
ANSWER:  
 
The CHC is, as I understand it, governed by state law which describes how members 
will be appoint, what its responsibilities and powers are and so forth. If there are specific 
suggestions for changing relevant state law through a Home Rule Petition because, 
understandably, Cambridge’s high property values and strong development pressures 
present different and more pressing problems than elsewhere in the state that we need 
new legal tools to address, we should draft and submit such changes. The City has 
submitted Home Rule petitions for other issues, such as using retired police officers for 
details, and we could do so here.  
 
Despite a fairly large number of units covered in one way or another by preservation 
laws, including Neighborhood Conservation Districts and specific landmarked properties 
as set forth by the Council, growth tends to be better managed and guided via zoning 
rather than historical preservation efforts. That latter, including new or expanded NHCs, 
do help maintain a neighborhood’s character and I am supportive of them, but they don’t 
have the land use power of traditional zoning. 
 
 



8. While the City Council does not run the schools, it does vote on the overall School 
Department budget. What would you do to expand early childhood education (3- and 4-
year olds) in the City so that all Cambridge children have an equitable start in life?  
 
ANSWER: Cambridge already provides a variety of programs for 3 and 4-year old such 
as the Tobin Montessori Children House and Special Start as well as home-visit 
educational programs for younger children through Home-Based Early Childhood 
Education Program. The City can, and should, do more to ensure access to early 
childhood education at even earlier ages than suggested in this question, to include 
support for families expecting children, work that we already do through the Center for 
Families, Cambridge Dads group, Agenda for Children and more. These programs are 
super resourced but we could both expand them and be more effective at ensuring they 
are accessed by those who need them most. While providing these family-centered 
resources, we also need to make sure that we’re not creating an incentive for people to 
pay more for apartments because of the money they’re saving in City-provided child care 
so I advocate for a sliding scale approach to formal, classroom-based pre-school 
programs beyond what is provided now. 
 
9. Most current Cambridge households have at least one car.  Many residents can’t rely 
on public transportation to get to overnight jobs, work outside of Cambridge, or to travel 
for work between sites. What standard would you use to require developers to provide 
parking for new affordable and market-rate residential developments? 
 
ANSWER:  We need to break away from the privately-owned car model for many 
residents and businesses. My proposal to change zoning to allow residential districts to 
have car sharing options will help people realize that they often don’t need to ‘own’ their 
own car, they just need ready access to ‘a’ car. Similarly, many trips do not require a car, 
or at least a traditionally large one. Smaller vehicles, shared or not, like BONZER or 
other Micromobility devices offer us the promise of rethinking urban mobility and 
transportation and we should be pushing parking and storage options that promote this 
future. Data shows car sharing cuts down on both car ownership and car driving and 
Cambridge should aggressively promote this option. With fewer cars in play, a trend that 
will, admittedly, take some time to take hold, there will be more space to park for those 
who do have private cars (and who might also peer-to-peer share them). Housing units 
need appropriate ADA-compliant parking, as well as visitor and delivery access, but our 
current parking requirements are too expansive and intrusive to make sense for the City 
we want to have. Minimum parking requirements beyond that will have otherwise 
avoidable consequences on open space, Urban Heat Island Effect, drainage, soil 
recharge and more.  
 
In a perfect world, we’d have congestion pricing and municipal tolling, but I don’t see the 
State giving us, or anyone else, that authority any time soon.  
 
10. The City has helped make biking safer and more popular, which is a positive 

development for everyone. Many bicyclists follow the rules of the road, however many 

do not. How should the City encourage cyclists to follow its traffic laws?  

ANSWER: Helping bicyclists understand their role in keeping themselves, and other 

street and sidewalk users, safe is an important issue for the City of Cambridge. While 

CPD does provide some level of traffic enforcement, to include for cyclists, it is spotty at 

best and is generally ad hoc in nature. Additionally, overall, traffic enforcement has been 



going down over the past several years, an issue I have identified through analyzing 

CPD traffic enforcement data and which I am constantly and aggressively discussing 

with City staff. 

Last year, a group of Harvard Kennedy School students, in part using data I provided, 

came up with an idea they called “Respect the Red” as a way of providing a common 

‘nudge’ to help cyclists understand that they, including me, have laws to follow and that it 

is irresponsible, often dangerous and sometimes deadly to feel that traffic laws like 

stopping for stop lights don’t apply to them. 

I think this is a great starting point for a city-wide, or even region-wide, education and 

outreach program to help change the normative behavior of too many cyclists and help 

them, as a body, become more law abiding, make their behavior more predictable and, 

ultimately, make everyone safer, including the cyclists themselves. From rural New 

Hampshire to Downtown Boston, people are thinking of new, gentle ways to help cyclists 

become safer and more responsibility riders and we in Cambridge need to do so as well. 

Ultimately, we do need a more comprehensive and aggressive approach to both 

enforcement and infrastructure improvements, but that should happen in conjunction 

with well-thought out and resourced attempts to change normative behavior amongst 

cyclists who right now too often don’t appreciate the role they play, and the 

responsibilities they have, in keeping our streets and sidewalks safe for everyone. 

 

11. Under the strong manager form of government that Cambridge adopted in 1940, it 
can be difficult for citizens to be heard at City Hall. What would you do to make 
government overall, not just the Council’s work, more transparent and accountable to 
residents? 
 
ANSWER: This is a challenge I’ve been working on with some of my peers and the City 
Manager. In many ways, it is the core challenge of governance today. How, in a world 
where everyone is connected to everyone and everything at all times and where 
companies like Amazon will keep you up-to-date on every change in the status of your 
latest purchase, can the local government meet expectations of feedback and 
communication. I do not have simple answers beyond training programs for staff to 
manage their outlook accounts and task platforms and a constant reiteration to the City 
Manager that if I am getting involved in minor stuff, it’s often an indication that the City 
has failed to meet reasonable expectations of its Citizens.  I do not think that, while 
some Councilors enjoy the “gate keeper” aspect of being the go-between between City 
staff and constituents, it is a useful expenditure of Council time to spend so much effort 
on relatively minor issues, from removing abandoned bikes to installing street signs, that 
are best handled functionally and administratively by City staff. A more aggressive 
approach to using our CommonwealthConnect program, also known as See/Click/Fix, 
and analyzing the resultant data would help meet some of those concerns.  
 
Earlier this term, I explored a related issue of posting Councilors’ primary interests and 
projects on the window of the Council assistants’ office, but, while it met Open Meeting 
Law requirements, this notice system wound up not being an effective way to 
communicate and eventually I took the posting down. Nonetheless, there must be a 
better way to help people know who is working on what and to provide access points to 



the public and although I do not yet have an answer, I continue to think about what that 
better way might look like.  
 
I am also working to get the City Manager to explain to the Council, and the general 
public, how bargaining units shape the way local government works, to include 
expectations on the ‘customer service’ aspect of government and the public’s 
expectation of feedback and information updates when they engage in civic activities. 
Many workers are covered by collective bargaining agreements and understanding how 
they impact work and communication flow in City government is an important part of 
trying to figure out how to improve both. 
 
12 What question do you wish we had asked you, but didn’t? How would you answer it? 
 
 
I wish you asked how Cambridge and other local municipalities can better work together 
to solve regional challenges. In a strong Home Rule state like Massachusetts, politic 
power often stops at the town line but very few of the challenges, whether it's climate 
change, transportation, housing, invasive species or anything else, do. We need 
leadership at the regional and state level to help all of us rethink how to pool our 
resources, to include resources of community members such as Harvard, MIT and BU 
that are currently protected by obsolete state law regarding non-profits, to address 
common concerns. The DCR, the MBTA, MassDOT and other state-level agencies, as 
well as the MAPC, the MWRA and the MBTA as regional entities, all need to work better 
with local governments, individually and as a group, to prioritize projects and programs 
and to determine how to efficiently and equitably fund them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


